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Abstract: Information Systems Development (ISD) has encountered a variety of challenges in identifying 

complex requirements from multiple stakeholders. Therefore, users and their information environments have been 

a central issue for developing an abstract model of the early stages of information system development. To address 

this issue, modeling methodologies have considered modeling the enterprise as a social system. DEMO is a social 

system modeling methodology that addresses diverse social theories and multiple stakeholders’ requirements. 

Additionally, the DEMO model has improved not only the quality of the requirements but also reduced the time for 

implementation during the early stages of ISD. Therefore, this research focuses on developing an information 

system based on the DEMO model by deriving the conceptual artifacts of an IS from the DEMO model. Based on 

numerous real world projects, this study proposes that use of the DEMO model could lead to important 

discussions associated with actor roles, responsibility, and authority. These discussions are critical when defining 

the objectives and requirements of any information system to be developed. 

Keywords – DEMO Model, Information Systems Development, Requirements Engineering. 

 

I. Introduction 

As enterprises have grown in size and complexity, the complexity and pervasiveness of their Information 

Systems (ISs) have grown exponentially [1]. In addition, continual advances in technology require continuous 

improvement in existing ISs. Due to this complexity, IS project failures are an ongoing issue because of the 

misalignment of business and IT. For example, the Standish Group reported that only 32% of IT projects are 

successes [2], while Wright and Capps [3] stated, “20 – 30% of all IS development projects are perceived as 

overwhelming failures, while 30% to 60% are partial failures.” One cause of business/IT misalignment is that IT 

systems’ functionality often does not meet expectations. For example, a research case study of a UK public sector 

organization found that an estimated 60% of completed projects had not met the original objectives [2]. Another 

cause of business/IT misalignment is the need for major modifications to IT systems after acceptance testing, 

which may result from the lack of early validation for IS functional requirements [2]. Furthermore, IS complexity 

may result in cost overruns that exceed estimates [4]. Additionally, the cost of enterprise IT system maintenance 

increases exponentially over time, sometimes becoming unmanageable in terms of both complexity and resources 

[3]. 

Therefore, developing ISs successfully is extremely challenging due to their complexity. It is generally 

agreed that the only realistic way to manage this complexity and continue to provide IS benefits is to develop ISs 

using appropriate methods of abstraction [4]. This goal requires an abstract model that enables people to 

understand an enterprise in a simple and concise way. Abstract models are used primarily as communication and 
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collaboration mechanisms when groups need to solve problems and/or obtain joint and mutual understanding of 

an overall design [5]. The use of abstract models for IS design promises improved productivity, product quality, 

and shorter lead times because of increased abstraction levels and reduced gaps between problems and solutions. 

Abstract models are also useful for maintenance and technical software documentation [6, 7, 8, and 9]. These 

gains could be achieved by modeling the enterprise at a stage prior to the early development stages of an IS. 

Although many modeling methodologies currently exist, including UML, IDEF, BPMN and EPC, 

current modeling methodologies are not sufficient to meet the IS community’s needs [10]. UML’s complexity is 

another recurrent theme, especially the complexity attendant upon large models, a criticism that echoes through 

the literature. However, despite their maturity, these modeling methodologies still lack comprehensive constructs 

for representing some core business concepts [11]. Although such modeling methodologies are supposed to 

support understanding the business domain using a more abstract model that is completely independent of 

implementation, these methodologies consider both the original facts and the implementation decisions made 

during the design phases of IS development, but do not differentiate between them, which increases the 

complexity of IS development efforts. A relatively recent approach to coping with the aforementioned problems 

was proposed by Pandey et al. [12]. They developed i* (i-Star), a modeling methodology that can represent how 

well the intended system meets organizational goals, why the system is needed, what alternatives were considered, 

what the implications of the alternatives were for the various stakeholders, and how the stakeholders' interests and 

concerns might be addressed. Very recently, in [13], a comparison between i* and Design & Engineering 

Methodology for Organizations (DEMO) showed that both are social modeling methodologies: they focus on 

humans and human interactions in their modeling. DEMO is implementation independent; therefore, the DEMO 

model does not need to change before or after implementing any IT solutions. However, i* is an implementation 

dependent methodology. DEMO provides a more formal and rigorous model of the enterprise, which makes it a 

good potential modeling methodology for understanding an enterprise before implementing any IT solution. 

DEMO is built on the Performance in Social Interaction (PSI) theory and provides a consistent, coherent, 

concise, comprehensive and essential (C4E) representation of the system. The DEMO model is both abstract and 

implementation independent, and it tends to provide a mutual understanding of the business. DEMO has already 

proved its usefulness in enterprise engineering, yet developing ISs based on DEMO is still challenging. These 

problems occur precisely because DEMO is an implementation independent model. DEMO does not consider 

methods of implementation; instead, it focuses on the ontological level of the enterprise. Therefore, 

implementation-related design decisions are deferred and must be made during IS development. There are several 

studies related to using DEMO for IS development available in the literature, but these studies discussed only the 

theoretical side and provided no guidelines or practical advice on developing IS-suitable DEMO models or 

transferring existing models to an IS. 

This paper provides a practical framework to illustrate the stages involved in using the DEMO model and 

for developing ISs based on it. Furthermore, this paper provides practical guidelines for developing DEMO 

models that function as good abstract models for developing ISs. The remaining sections of the paper are 

organized in the following way: Section 2 provides a review of the current literature concerning process modeling 
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approaches that focus on DEMO. Additionally, it provides a critical review of the most closely related work. A 

brief overview of DEMO, the proposed framework, and some guidelines are presented in Section 3. Then, a real 

world case study is introduced in Section 4. Related discussions, results and insights are presented in Section 5. 

Finally, conclusions and future work are covered in Section 6. 

II. Literature Review 

Enterprise ontology is a core theory of enterprise engineering. In particular, the goal is to provide a new 

understanding for enterprises, penetrating the distracting and confusing appearance of an enterprise and revealing 

its underlying essence. Enterprise ontology DEMO models are based on the PSI (Performance in Social 

Interaction) theory. In PSI theory, an enterprise (organization) is considered to be an interaction of individual 

social subjects [4]. DEMO helps in "discovering" an enterprise’s ontological model primarily by re-engineering it 

from its implementation. 

In DEMO, an organization is composed of actors (human beings) who perform two types of acts: production acts 

(P-acts), through which the actors contribute to bringing about the goods or services that are delivered to the 

environment, and coordination acts (C-acts), in which actors enter into and comply with commitments, initiating 

and coordinating the execution of production acts. C-acts and P-acts occur in universal patterns called transactions. 

A transaction involves two subjects: an initiator, who generates a request, asks for a production and commits to the 

delivered result, and an executor, who produces products, gives feedback to the request and is responsible for 

producing the result [4]. Transactions are the elementary (essential) organizational building blocks of enterprises. 

There are three patterns of transactions: basic, standard and complete. The basic pattern includes only the happy 

path, while the standard pattern covers negative acts such as “refuse” and “decline.” The complete pattern 

includes both completion and revocation acts, allowing actor roles to revoke their acts. DEMO differentiates 

between three transaction levels: ontological, infological and datalogical. An ontological transaction is one that 

creates the original artifact as a result of executing it. An infological transaction involves a derived artifact such as 

a calculation. A datalogical transaction is a transaction that merely involves storing and retrieving data without 

changing it. In DEMO, ontological transactions are denoted by the color red, infological transactions by green, 

and datalogical transactions by blue. 

Developing ISs is a challenging task because of their complexity. It is generally agreed that the only realistic way 

to manage this complexity and to continue to provide IS benefits is to develop ISs using appropriate methods of 

abstraction [14]. The literature is rich with a variety of modeling methodologies that support the many different 

modeling needs in IS development. First, we present and then briefly discuss the literature. Second, we provide a 

critical review of the papers most closely related to our work. 

Business process modeling is essential in IS development. During the early stages of the IS development cycle, a 

domain model is a type of artifact that captures the common and variable aspects of software products [15]. A 

study conducted by Shishkov & Dietz, 2001 [16] showed that use cases represent a promising and essential tool 

for business process modeling because they can help with visualizing models of the business processes under 

study. The study also proposed that use cases could be combined with activity diagrams for building more 

consistent and complete models of a system and representing different system-actor interactions. However, use 
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cases are intended to capture the functional requirements of ISs; identifying use cases at the model stage is not so 

simple. To tackle this issue, Dietz, 2003 [17] proposed an approach that derives use cases from business system 

models produced by applying Demo Engineering Methodology for Organizations (DEMO). To derive the use 

cases from the models, they proposed a three-step procedure by which the derived use cases retain the same 

properties of essence, atomicity and completeness found in the models. Furthermore, recent research by Bera & 

Evermann, 2014 [18] specified the semantics of various UML language elements for domain modeling, based on 

ontological considerations. They empirically examined ontological modeling guidelines for the UML association 

construct, which plays a central role in UML class diagrams. Using an experimental study, they found that some of 

the proposed guidelines led to better application domain models. They also found that ontological guidelines 

could improve the usefulness of UML class diagrams for describing the application domain, and thus have the 

potential to improve downstream system development activities and ultimately affect the success of an IS 

implementation. 

A relatively recent approach, i*, has been applied by many authors to cope with the aforementioned IS 

development problems. Alencar et al. [19] used the i* models to identify crosscutting concerns early in the 

software development process. To accomplish this, they started by analyzing the strategic dependencies and 

strategic rational models to identify those model elements that might cut across several other elements. The result 

was validated by applying a set of heuristics to derive a use case model from the i* models and then identifying 

potential crosscutting concerns in the resulting UML model. For business/IT alignment, Maz´on et al. [20] used 

the i* modeling framework and the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach to describe (i) how to model 

goals and information requirements for data warehouses, and (ii) how to derive a conceptual multidimensional 

model that provides the information required to support the decision making process. Furthermore, António et al. 

[21] aimed to benefit Software Product Lines (SPLs) from the i* framework, taking a more expressive approach 

toward requirements engineering for SPLs. Thus, they extended the i* framework by adding cardinality to the 

intentional elements, making it easier to derive a feature model from the i* models. 

Many authors have applied DEMO to support IS development. One frequent cause of software project failure is 

the mismatch between the (business) requirements and the actual functionality of the delivered (software) 

application. Shishkov & Dietz, 2004 [22] proposed an approach to software design that is consistently based on 

prior business process modeling. The alignment between these two tasks is realized in a component-based manner, 

by deriving the software model from identified (generic) business components, thus taking advantage of the 

benefits of object-orientation. However, their study was both theoretical and abstract rather than practical; they 

expected that the proposed approach would be a useful contribution to the knowledge on aligning business process 

modeling and software design. In another study [23], authors aimed to discover how to find all relevant use cases, 

based on sound business process modeling. They studied and analyzed DEMO’s strengths concerning the 

derivation of use cases. Shishkov & Dietz, 2005 [24] extended the SDBC approach by creating step-by-step 

methodological application guidelines on how to accomplish this. However, their study is also theoretical and 

abstract rather than practical. 

Starting from the notion that the direct mapping of business processes to business components often leads to 
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inadequate results, a methodology for identifying and refining business components based on the functional 

decomposition of an application domain was proposed by Albani et al. (2003) [25]. To support collaboration 

between business partners, adequate ISs must be built to automate inter-organizational business processes. To 

guarantee the appropriateness and quality of the underlying business domain models, Albani et al. (2006) [26] 

introduced a process for identifying business components based on enterprise ontology, assuming a business 

domain model that satisfied well-defined quality criteria. However, their study is also theoretical and abstract. 

To avoid a mismatch between the provider’s intent and the consumer’s expectations concerning the functionality 

of a corresponding service, Terlouw and Albani (2010) [27] proposed an enterprise ontology-based approach for 

service definition, service classification, and service specification. They concluded by deriving the information 

required for each service from the transactions. 

To respond effectively to environmental changes, such as changes in market needs, technology, regulations or law, 

enterprises need to be able to modify their supporting information system(s) accordingly. Krouwel and Land 

(2011) [28] aimed to find key concepts to link agile enterprises with agile automated ISs by combining DEMO and 

Normalized Systems. They found that DEMO and its underlying PSI-theory match the principles and elements of 

the Normalized Systems approach. Also, using two cases of Dutch governmental subsidy schemes, they designed 

a few automatable steps to derive a Normalized System from the ontological model of the B-organization, 

provided by applying DEMO to an enterprise, while retaining the implementation freedom of the organization 

under consideration. However, their approach is too complex, and there are no guidelines. 

In the available literature, three publications are closely related to this study. We discuss these critically below.  

Albani and Dietz (2011) [29] demonstrated an Information System Development (ISD) methodology based on the 

notions of enterprise ontology and business components, and explained it within a conceptual framework called 

the generic system development process. The methodology allowed both for reduction in the complexity of 

domain models and for identification of stable business components. Furthermore, the resulting IS models contain 

only their essential features, which appear to be quite understandable by business people. However, there are some 

shortages in their methodology. First, they presented only general concepts about function and construction 

perspectives. Second, it is too abstract; concrete details about actual performance are lacking. Third, the relation 

between green and red is not simple; instead, it is a network. 

Guerreiro et al. (2013) [30] conceptualized an architectural framework specifically designed for explaining and 

representing the working environment for enterprise operating systems (EOS) and non-EOS ISs that depend on 

them. They proposed a new conceptual structure for software architectural frameworks. Such frameworks are 

intended to reduce complexity and ambiguity during software engineering for several classes of IS. Their 

proposed framework is a good simulation tool, is easy to model, and its DEMO processor is easy to implement; 

however, there are some omissions. First, the framework did not considered the rational aspects of ISs. Second, it 

focused only on the CM and the PM, and did not use the FM. Third, it captured only the coordination facts—not 

the production facts. Finally, it must be linked with other systems. 

Jong (2011) [31] proposed the PID framework, which guides the design of enterprise information systems based 

on enterprise ontology. He provided general guidelines for implementations of PID and also proposed integrating 
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the three layers of DEMO models—the business, information and data layers. While the relationships between the 

three layers are interesting, from a practical point of view only the business layer (with a few information layer 

transactions) should be modeled. Including the entire set of possible transactions and including the data layer only 

makes the model more complex. Moreover, the original problem involves making the model simpler and focusing 

on only the important aspects of the enterprise. Another point missing from this research is the linkage between 

the DEMO models and other IS-related models. This linkage make it very difficult for IS engineers to adopt the 

system utilizing only the DEMO models. 

The following three points sum up the current gaps in the literature related to developing ISs based on DEMO. 

First, an IS is a mixture of rational systems executed by computers and social systems composed of people 

interacting with the system. There is a need to capture both the social and rational aspects in the model. Second, 

most of the research focuses on the theoretical aspects, creating a gap between research and industry. There is a 

need to justify these theoretical frameworks through real-life cases studies. Third, there is a need to utilize all the 

aspects of DEMO models in developing an IS, including not only the functional aspects of the IS but also how to 

develop the database schema from the Fact Model in DEMO. 

To fill these gaps, this research proposes a practical framework for developing ISs based on DEMO. A real world 

case study follows that shows how to utilize the framework. 

III. Framework 

This section introduces our framework for developing ISs based on DEMO models. The purpose of this 

framework is to reduce the complexity of the proposed IS during the first stages of the analysis and design phases. 

This reduction of complexity is not only important for developing good software but also has a crucial impact on 

the future maintenance of the developed software [32]. Our framework is based on DEMO, which has proved its 

usefulness in reducing the complexity of the enterprise in both process reengineering and in software development 

[33, 34, and 35]. The framework derives IS artifacts from DEMO models. Those artifacts are composed of UML 

because UML is already familiar to IS developers, and the use of UML diagrams has a good impact on 

source-code comprehensibility and modifiability [36]. Next, we provide workflow guidelines to illustrate a 

practical method of implementation. We assume that the DEMO model has already been completed in a previous 

stage. Therefore, this framework does not deal with constructing the DEMO model; instead, it focuses on utilizing 

the DEMO model in developing an information system. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the DEMO artifacts 

and those of the information system. The DEMO artifacts are its four aspect diagrams: the Construction Model 

(CM), Fact Model (FM), Process Model (PM) and Action Model (AM). The artifacts for the IS used here are use 

case diagrams and scenarios, activity diagrams and entity relationship diagrams. The CM contributes directly to 

the derivation of use cases. For each transaction, there will be a group of use cases that meet the functionality of 

this transaction. The PM contributes only partially to the derivation of use cases. This is because not all the 

process steps in the transaction need to have a use case; whether a use case is needed depends on the requirements 

that specify how the users will interact with the IS.  

Both the PM and the AM contribute toward drawing needed activity diagrams. There is no need to draw 

activity diagrams for all the cases. We draw them only where it is necessary to illustrate a particularly important 
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series of activities. 

The AM presents the pre and post conditions for each act. Therefore, it contributes to the use case 

scenarios. The FM represents the objects that are used in the system; therefore, ERDs (Entity Relationship 

Diagram) are derived directly from it. 

 

Fig. 1 : Deriving IS artifacts from DEMO 

 

Fig. 2 illustrates our approach by presenting the various stages involved, starting by investigating the 

scope of the development project. At this stage, the questions to answer are: “What is the scope of the system?” 

and “What are the boundaries of the system?”  

The second stage involves analyzing the users of the system. Who are the actors in this system? What are 

their roles in the system? These questions will be answered by analyzing the actor roles of DEMO and matching 

them with the actors of the enterprise. This analysis is called Actor Role-Actor analysis. Any delegation identified 

should be specified at this stage. Transaction patterns could be used as a reference to identify the possible process 

steps and who will act on them. 
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Fig. 2 : DEMO based ISD approach 

Third, the functional requirements are specified by deriving the use cases from the transactions. The 

details of each use case are specified by its scenario. We may draw an activity diagram for difficult use cases. 

Fourth, the data structure is developed. The Product Structure shows the entire image of the structure of 

the system and represents the relationships between the transactions. Then, an Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) 

will be developed based on the fact model. The ERD is then expanded by defining the entities and their attributes 

through entity annotations. The steps are explained in detail as follows: 

 Step 1: Scoping  

 IS Objectives: Setting the objectives of developing the information system must be completed 

first of all. We must know what the software is expected to do. Why do we need this? It is a 

common mistake to think that the objective is to automate every process in the enterprise that 

can be automated. Instead, we must set the objectives based on needs, budgets and time and 

other resource limitations. One important point in this step is to make sure that the DEMO 

model covers all the transactions that are related to the objectives. 

 IS Boundaries: Boundaries are defined as the limits of the system, where the system meets the 

environment. Defining the boundary is important in ISD so that developers know what functions 

they must include and what not to include. Using the DEMO model, it is easy to define the 

boundary; we simply need to specify which transactions are included in our system and which 

transactions are out of scope. The boundary should be precisely defined based on the objectives set 

in the previous step. 

 Step 2: User analysis 

 Actor Role-Actor analysis: DEMO provides the elementary actor roles. However, during the 

implementation, real users fulfill these actor roles based on the business context. An analysis of who 

will fulfill each actor role is important during implementation. This could be accomplished by 
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creating an actor role-actor table in which each row contains one actor and the actor roles that he or 

she fulfills. Generally speaking, one actor fulfills one or more different actor roles; however, 

sometimes one actor role might be fulfilled by two actors. This must be defined clearly. After 

implementation, during usage, the actor roles that were assigned to one actor might change. When 

this occurs, a control panel must be developed to allow redefining the actor roles assigned to each 

actor. This analysis is critical to define the authentications and permissions in the information 

system. 

 Transaction patterns: DEMO methodology provides three patterns of transaction, named basic, 

standard and complete. The basic transaction pattern includes only the process steps that are in the 

happy path. Declining an initiator’s request or an initiator rejecting the result of a transaction are not 

included in the basic pattern. The basic pattern is useful when the execution path is clear and there is 

no possibility for disagreement between the initiator and the executor. When a possibility for 

declining the request or rejecting the result of the transaction exists, the standard pattern should be 

used instead of the basic one. Using the standard pattern, a transaction has three possible outcomes: 

quit, accept or stop. If revoke capability is required in the IS for a partial transaction, then the 

complete transaction pattern should be used. This pattern is the most comprehensive and contains 

all the possible scenarios. Determining which pattern to use for each transaction is based on the 

business needs analysis. Note that while using the complete transaction pattern for all the 

transactions might seem like a good idea, doing so makes the IS very complex, and it will contains 

unneeded scenarios. Therefore, an analysis of which pattern to use must be performed for each 

transaction. 

 Delegation: During user actor role analysis, every user will be matched to the actor roles that he or 

she will fulfill. However, sometimes an actor may delegate his or her actor role to another person. 

Such delegation might occur for all the process steps of that actor role or it might occur for only one 

process step, such as a request. Any delegation should be defined clearly in this stage so that the 

information system implementation will support the delegations. 

 Step 3: Function analysis 

 Use case diagrams: Use case diagrams (UCDs) are popular in ISD because they define the 

functionality that the information system must provide to the users. A UCD is a graphically based 

description of the system functions, and it uses natural language. Therefore, it is easy to understand 

and easy for both domain experts and design experts to validate.  

Table 1: Deriving Use Cases from DEMO Transaction 

DEMO Transactions IS Use Case 

Business (ontological) 

Transaction (red) 

Common Use Cases: 

1. Initiating a new transaction 

2. Editing an existing transaction 
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3. Deleting an existing transaction 

4. Viewing the details of an existing transaction 

5. Viewing a list of existing transactions 

Specific Use case: 

Based on special user requirements. 

Infological Transaction 

(green) 

One use case with the same name. 

 User-related UCs: 

1. Add User 

2. View user details 

3. Edit user details 

4. Delete User 

5. View Users list 

6. Add role to user 

7. Edit user role 

System UCs: 

1. Change password 

2. Sign in 

3. Sign out 

Use cases are not only useful for implementation but are also used for testing the IS after development 

and for documentation purposes. UCs can be derived from the CM and PM models. When developing 

UCs from the DEMO model, one should bear in mind that this process is not a one-to-one mapping. It 

needs analysis and decisions by domain experts and design experts. However, having the DEMO model 

makes this process easier. Each red transaction needs one or more than one use case. Generally speaking, 

every red transaction needs one use case to initiate a new artifact, edit an existing artifact, delete an 

existing artifact, view the details of an existing artifact and view the list of existing artifacts. Depending 

on the transaction, some may require other use cases, such as calculating derived artifacts. Green 

transactions do not create a new artifact; therefore, only viewing or calculating use cases can be derived 

from green transactions. The derivation process is shown in Table 1. Note that additional use cases are 

always needed in every IS. The use cases listed in Table 1 are user- and system-related use cases.  

 Use case scenarios: A use case scenario defines the details of the use case. It defines the pre and 

post conditions as well as all the possible steps that may occur during execution of the use case. All 

these details can be derived directly from the AM in DEMO. Not every process step in the DEMO 

PM is transferred to a use case, only the process-related step action models. 

 Activity diagram: Activity diagrams show the flow of activities in a use case scenario graphically. 

An activity diagram is used when the use case scenario is complex and needs to be carefully 
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validated. When an activity diagram is needed, it can easily be derived from the use case scenario 

and the AM. 

 Step 4: Data structure 

 Product Structure: A product structure shows the relationship between the products of each 

transaction. It is a tree based structure that helps in understanding what the root transaction is that 

triggers others. A product structure is based on the composite axiom. It represents the child-parent 

relationships between the products of the transactions. Product structures are important for building 

the entity relationship diagram as well in dividing the system into components. 

 Entity Relationship Diagram: An entity relationship diagram defines the entities that are handled by 

the IS and illustrates how these are structured by defining the relationships between entities. A 

database system is at the base of a information system. Relational databases are widely used in 

various areas. The Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) is a common technique used to define data 

structures and for database systems design [37]. A basic ERD can be easily derived from the FM in 

DEMO by following the guidelines shown in Table 2. Every object in the FM except time-related 

objects will become an entity in the ERD. Time-related objects become attributes of other entities. 

The FM contains the passive entities of the system; therefore, to define the active entities, one can 

derive them from the user actor role analysis as shown in Table 2. All the properties of an object in 

FM will be attributes of the same entity in the ERD. 

 

Table 2: Deriving Entities from DEMO Objects 

Objects in DEMO Entities in ERD 

Red Object (not time 

related) 

Entity (Extra entities may be needed based on user 

requirements) 

Red Object (time related) Entity Attribute 

Green Object _ 

 Users 

Roles 

Roles/Users 

 

 Entity annotations: To make sure that both the domain experts and design experts share the same 

understanding of the system to be developed, we strongly recommend building a glossary of entity 

annotations for the terminology used in the ERD. This could be created easily by providing a 

definition for each entity and each attribute. 

IV. Case Study 

In this section, we show the development of an IS for a company called SMA based on the proposed 

framework in the previous section. 
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 Background of the Selected Case: 

SMA is a leading information technology company. Using its global network delivery model, innovation 

network, and solution accelerators, SMA helps global organizations address their business challenges. 

SMA offers its customers IT solutions by developing software based on the customer’s needs or by 

providing consultation. SMA is a project-based company. Every project belongs to one client—who may 

have more than one project with the company. The employees do not form a structure based on an 

organizational chart; instead, they are flexible based on the projects they are currently working on. This 

flexibility allows the company to respond quickly to changes in the market. Therefore, each project has 

one project manager leading a team of developers. The project manager is responsible for planning the 

project as well as following it to completion. Based on the project, there might be an employee who is 

responsible for delivering the product to the customer. This employee may also be responsible for 

handling payments from the customer. Otherwise, the project manager delivers and receives payments 

from the customer. When a new project arrives, the project manager begins by planning the project. The 

result of this planning is a list of scheduled tasks. After breaking down the project into tasks, the project 

manager assigns those tasks to the developers. During project execution, new tasks may arise. Therefore, 

every developer may assign a new task to himself/herself or assign it to other developers. All the tasks 

must be recorded in the information system to be developed. This is critical for following up on the 

completion of each task. Moreover, the performance analysis and salary of each employee is based on 

performance—on the results of completing these tasks. The project manager monitors task completion 

every week, looking at the completed tasks and the remaining tasks, and reassigning tasks from 

developers with heavy workloads to those who have less work. This balances the work for every 

developer and improves project efficiency. At the same time, the manager may control task execution by 

prioritizing tasks according to their importance. Employees receive their salaries based on their working 

time. Therefore, they record the time for completing every task they perform. At the end of the month, an 

accountant calculates the work time for each employee. Each employee has a specific hourly salary rate. 

Based on this rate, the actual payment is calculated. The salary is the sum of work time multiplied by the 

salary rate plus any reward. Employees may ask for bonuses or other rewards. These are awarded (or 

withheld) after evaluating their performance. The project manager analyzes the performance of all 

employees based on their task completion rate. Moreover, based on the performance analysis, an 

employees’ salary rate may increase or the employee may be given a bonus for a particular project. 

Employees are free to choose the times at which they work, i.e., day or night, as long as the projects are 

proceeding as scheduled. This flexibility gives them responsibility for their own time. To keep the level 

of the skills in the company up to date, the SMA frequently hires new highly qualified developers. 

 SMA DEMO model: 

Based on the description in the previous paragraph, the DEMO model of SMA can be constructed as 

follows. Because of space limitations, we focus here only on the organization construction diagram 

(OCD) of the construction model (CM). The unit of business service of SMA is the delivery of an IT 
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solution to the customer. Therefore, the first transaction to be identified is the (T1) project completion. 

The customer (CA1) initiates this transaction by requesting an SMA employee to provide an IT solution. 

This employee will be called the project completer (A1). A1 initiates four transactions: project fee 

payment (T2), project planning (T3), project monitoring (T5) and task completion (T4). Note that T4 

cannot be requested before the project plan is complete. Because the project manager controls the 

execution of the plan, he or she takes the role of task manager (A5). This actor initiates and periodically 

executes (every week) the transaction project monitoring (T5) tasks. Execution of this transaction leads 

to changes in the project plan. To model the salary and rewards mentioned in the description, salary 

payment (T6) and reward payment (T8) transactions are needed. To execute T6, we need to calculate the 

salary. Because there is no original fact in T7 (only calculation), it is an infological transaction (green). 

To execute T8, we need two sub-transactions: reward decision making (T9) and employee evaluation 

(T10). To perform the evaluation another calculation transaction is needed (T11). The OCD of the CM is 

shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3 : OCD for SMA 

 

The CM consists of OCD and TPT. Table 3 shows the TPT for the SMA DEMO model. 

Table 3: TPT for SMA DEMO 

Transaction Product 

T1 project completion P1 the project is complete 

T2 project fee payment P2 the project fees have been paid 

T3 project planning P3 the project plan has been created 

T4 task completion P4 task is complete 

T5 project monitoring P5 monitoring of Project for Period is complete 

T6 salary payment P6 salary of Employee for Period has been paid 

T7 salary calculation P7 salary of Employee for Period has been calculated 
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T9 reward decision 

making 

P9 the reward decision of Employee for Period has 

been made 

T8 reward payment P8 the reward of Employee for Period has been paid 

T10 employee evaluation P10 the evaluation of Reward of Employee for Period 

has been made 

T11 reward calculation P11 the reward of Employee for Period has been 

calculated 

As we can see from the OCD, there are three main parts: project completion, salary and reward. In the 

following diagrams, we will illustrate only the reward part due to space limitations. Figure 4 shows the Process 

Structure Diagram (PSD) of the PM. This diagram shows the sequences during execution of the transactions to 

determine the reward for each employee. 

 

Fig. 4 : A portion of the PSD for SMA 

Fig. 5 shows the Object Fact Diagram (OFD) which is part of the FM of the SMA DEMO model. The 

diagram shows the main objects required for the reward system at SMA. 
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Fig. 5 : A portion of OFD for SMA 

The last DEMO model is the Action Model. Figure 6 shows the action rule specification for the first 

transaction (T1) in the process step request (rq). 

 

Fig. 6 : A portion of the AM for SMA 

The rest of this section will follow the steps in the framework presented in the previous section for 

developing an IS for SMA. 

 Step 1: Scoping  

 IS Objectives: The information system to be developed has three main objectives. The first 

objective is to follow up on the execution of all the projects. During project execution, the project 

Action Rule Specifications for A1 (1) 
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manager needs to know the task statuses and the workload for each employee. This helps to ensure 

the project meets timeline, quality and cost limits. The second objective is automation. Because the 

salary of each employee is based on the tasks that are executed by that employee, several 

calculations are required. To reduce the cost of these calculations, they should be automated. The 

third objective is the performance analysis. To analyze the performance of each employee, a record 

of his/her achievements should be archived. Because each task is associated with an execution time, 

these data can be used to estimate the productivity of the employee. 

 IS Boundaries: Based on the objectives of the IS, only related transactions are defined in the SMA 

OCD. This means that transactions related to marketing, recruiting and finance are already excluded. 

Therefore, SMA OCD includes all the transactions related to the three objectives mentioned in the 

previous paragraph. However, during the analysis of the required IS with the stakeholders, it 

becomes apparent that the project fee payment and the project planning steps should not be 

embedded in the system. The project fee payment transaction occurs only rarely, so it should be a 

paper based transaction without any relationship to the IS. In contrast, project planning is actually a 

very complex transaction. And because SMA has adopted Agile methodology, it is very difficult to 

make a precise plan before beginning to execute the plan. Therefore, it is not required in the IS. The 

executor of T4 and the initiator of T6 and T8 were intentionally created as external actors. Those 

actor roles are fulfilled by an employees who are represented as external composite actor roles for 

two reasons: First; to make it explicit that those employees serve the company through their work, 

which consists of an accumulation of tasks. In return, they are paid a basic salary and a reward to 

motivate them to improve their performance. Second, to avoid using the self-initiating transaction 

type for T6 and T8. Although T6 and T8 are periodically executed without an explicit request from 

the employee, it is important to show that they should accept the result of this transaction (salary 

and reward). This reflects their satisfaction just as if they were external customers, and that is why 

they are always called “internal customers.” 

 Step 2: Users Analysis  

 Actor Role-Actor analysis: After having several discussions with people involved in the project, we 

agreed on the following table, which represents the relationship between the actor roles and each 

actor. 

Table 4: Relationships between Actors and Actor roles 

DEMO actor role Actor 

customer, reward manager and reward decision maker General Manager 

project completer, project monitor and employee 

evaluator 

Project Manager (Employee) 

salary payee and reward payee Employee 

task completer Project Member 
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(Employee) 

salary payer, salary calculator, reward Accountant 

(Employee) 

fee payer, project planner Out of scope 

Table 4 shows that the customer actor role is fulfilled by the general manager. This is because the real (external) 

customer has no direct link to the IS. After negotiating with the customer about the project, the general manager 

decides whether the company will start the project or not. From the table, we can see that the project manager, 

project member and accountant are employees. This is useful for creating an inheritance relationship among the 

actors. 

 Transaction pattern: After having several discussions and analyzing the requirements of the system, 

we found that the transaction patterns could not be implemented as initially designed. We had to 

adapt them to the specific needs of the users in SMA. The reason for the change is that some process 

steps in the transaction pattern are acted upon implicitly by direct discussion, and there is no need to 

store these communications in the IS. Therefore, we used the transaction pattern from DEMO solely 

as a reference to analyze the possible process steps required in the IS. Tables 5-7 show which pattern 

is used as a reference for each transaction. BTP denotes the basic transaction pattern, STP denotes 

the standard transaction pattern, and CTP denotes the complete transaction pattern.  

Table 5: Selecting Transaction patterns 

Transaction pattern 

T1 project completion BTP 

T2 project fee payment Out of scope 

T3 project planning Out of scope 

T4 task completion CTP 

T5 project monitoring BTP 

T6 salary payment STP 

T7 salary calculation BTP 

T9 reward decision making BTP 

T8 reward payment STP 

T10 employee evaluation BTP 

T11 reward calculation BTP 

As Table 5 shows, T4 task completion is the only transaction that uses the complete transaction pattern. 

That is because it is the main transaction in this enterprise—all the other transactions depends on its 

information. Additionally, the T4 transaction has the possibility of a promise or refusal or revocation. The 

other transactions can use BTP because only the happy path is applicable, and there is no reason to refuse 

the request or reject the result of the transaction. 

 Delegation: After having several discussions, we found the following delegations in the SMA 
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DEMO models. 

Table 6: Delegations in SMA DEMO 

Transaction Act From actor role To actor role 

T4 task completion Request Project completer Task completer 

T1 project completion Promise Project completer customer 

T6 salary payment request Task completer salary payee 

T8 reward payment request Task completer reward payee 

T9 reward decision 

making 

Accept Reward payee Reward 

decision maker 

From Table 6, the project completer may delegate the request to the task completer to let the employee 

initiate the task him or herself; however, the acceptance of the result of the task must still be performed by 

the project completer. 

 Step 3: Function analysis 

 Use case diagram: After selecting the transactions the IS will support, we defined required use 

cases for each transaction: 80 use cases in total. The following figure shows the derived use cases 

for the reward-related transactions. 

Table 7: Use cases for reward-related transactions in SMA DEMO 

Actor role Actor Use case Transaction 

reward payer Accountant Pay reward T8 reward payment 

reward decision 

maker 

general 

manager 
decide reward 

T9 reward decision 

making 

reward payer accountant 
calculate reward for user 

for period 
T11 reward calculation 

reward payer 

accountant 

General 

Manager 

View rewards list for 

user 
T8 reward payment 

reward payer 

accountant 

General 

Manager 

employee 

View reward details T8 reward payment 

reward decision 

maker 

General 

manager 
 Edit reward decision 

T9 reward decision 

making 

reward payer accountant Delete reward T8 reward payment 
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reward payer accountant  Edit reward details T8 reward payment 

Employee 

evaluator 

Project 

manager 

Evaluate employee 

performance for period 

T10  employee 

evaluation 

Employee 

evaluator 

Project 

manager 

Evaluate employee task 

performance  

T10  employee 

evaluation 

Employee 

evaluator 

Project 

manager 

View employee 

evaluation details 

T10  employee 

evaluation 

 

 

Fig. 7 : Use Case Diagram for Rewards 

 

 Use case scenarios: For each use case, we defined the scenarios. Table 8 shows an example for the 

Add New Project use case.  

Table 8: Add New Project Use Case 

Use Case Name Add new project 

ID UC-01 

Description This use case shows how a new project can be added to 

the system. 

Actors General Manager 

Pre-condition User is logged in. User has the permission of General 

Manager. 

Main execution 

steps 

Make request to add a new project 

Fill in the details of the new project 

Verify the details of the new project 
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Agree on adding the new project with the filled in details 

Alternative 

execution steps 

If the project name is empty or a project already exists with 

the same name, then return to the new project details step. 

User can cancel the Add New Project operation at any time. 

Post conditions A new project is added 

 Activity diagram: When the use case scenario is complex, we may analyze it more closely by 

drawing an activity diagram to illustrate the activities involved in the use case.  

 

Fig. 8 : Activity diagram for use case Add New Project 

 Step 4: Data structure:  

 Product Structure: The structure of the products of the transaction can be made directly from the 

OCD. Figure 8 shows the product structure for SMA.  

 

Fig. 9 : Product Structure of SMA DEMO model 

From Figure 9, there are three main parts: reward, salary and project. Those three parts are directly 

related to the objectives of the IS to be implemented. 

 Entity Relationship Diagram: Deriving an ERD from the OFD of DEMO is an almost one-to-one 

operation. Each object from DEMO is replaced by an entity in ERD. Table 9 shows the objects from 
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DEMO and their replacement entities in the ERD. From the table, note that PLAN and FEES were 

disregarded by the stockholders because they do not want the system to capture those two 

transactions in the IS. The MONITORING object is a product of a green transaction, meaning it is a 

derived fact, not an original fact. Therefore, there is no corresponding entity for it in the ERD. The 

MONTH, PERIOD and SIX MONTHS objects are time-related objects, which are transferred to the 

ERD as entity attributes. In the T4 task completion transaction, because we adopted the complete 

transaction pattern, we need additional entities to store the required information. Acts_Tasks stores 

all the acts related to a particular task. Similarly, Task_Delegations stores all the delegations for the 

initiating or executing actor role of a task. Task_Comments stores user comments on a task, 

providing a space for collaboration and discussion between the project team members. Acts_Lists is 

the set of all possible acts according to the complete transaction pattern. Revoke_Acts stores 

information about revoked acts. Finally, Task_Execution_Times stores the execution time for each 

task. 

Table 9: Matching Objects of the FM from DEMO to Entities in the ERD 

Object from DEMO Entities in ERD comment 

PROJECT Projects  

PLAN Out of scope  

TASK Tasks 

Acts_Tasks 

Task_Delegations 

Task_Comments 

Acts_Lists 

Revoke_Acts 

Task_Execution_Times 

 

MONITORING _ No original fact, only derived facts. 

SALARY Salaries  

FEES Out of scope  

MONTH _ Attribute, not entity 

PERIOD _ Attribute, not entity 

SIX MONTHS _ Attribute not entity 

EMPLOYEE Users OFD does not capture active entities 
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Roles 

Roles_Users_Projects 

REWARD Rewards  

 

 Entity annotations: Each term in the ERD must be clearly defined. Table 10 shows a glossary 

example for the reward entity attributes.  

 

Table 10: Entities annotations of reward entity 

Attribute Type Description 

Id Integer Identifier defines each reward. 

User_Id Integer The user who will receive the reward. 

Amount Integer The amount of money to be paid as a reward. 

Start_Period datetime Each reward is paid for a specific period of time. 

Start_Period defines the start time for the reward. 

End_Period datetime Each reward is paid for a specific period of time. 

End_Period defines the end time for the reward. 

Description text A description by the general manager explaining the 

reason for this reward. 

 

V. Discussion 

In this section, we will discuss the main benefits of our approach to developing information systems and the 

insights we obtained from applying this approach to one real-world case study. Based on the study, we found that 

DEMO contributes to information system development in many different ways, the most important of which are 

analyzing and specifying requirements. Because the DEMO model is concise and simple compared to many other 

modeling methodologies, it makes the system more understandable by the stakeholders involved in planning the 

IS. Having a good understanding of the enterprise backed by a solid model such as DEMO makes it easier to 

specify the requirements of the IS to be developed. In the DEMO model, the ontological transactions are clearly 

specified. Those transactions represent the functions that the enterprise executes to provide the environment with 

products and services. And because the actor roles are specified in the DEMO, their responsibilities are clear and 

available later in the development process. Therefore, there is no conflict in specifying the requirements. And if 

there are any errors or mistakes in the requirements, it is easy to ensure their correctness by validating them 

against the DEMO model of the enterprise. This has a great impact on aligning business and IT because DEMO 

models the enterprise business, and the IS is the way IT supports the business. 

DEMO models the business of the enterprise as well as—in an abstract way—the implementation. And the IS 

supports the business of the enterprise. Therefore, DEMO plays an important role in both creating the roadmap of 
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the IS and for planning how it might be modified in the future. We can consider the DEMO model as a solid 

documentation of the enterprise for any further development and maintenance of the IS. 

Because DEMO captures all aspects of the enterprise within its four models, it contributes not only to 

requirements but also to the design of the IS, as shown earlier when we derived the ERD directly from the FM of 

DEMO. Similarly, the PM helps in modeling activity diagrams for the IS. Finally, the AM plays an important role 

in specifying the pre and post conditions for each use case. 

DEMO’s ability to help with IS development increases when many users will interact through the IS. Such IS 

applications are called interactive information systems [38]. DEMO models are based on modeling the 

transactions and the actor roles responsible for initiating and executing the transactions (interactivity); therefore, 

DEMO gains in usefulness as interactivity increases. 

In previous research, the infological transaction and actor roles (green) were modeled just like the business ones 

(red). However, in our research we found there is no need for that. In fact, considering the green transaction the 

same as the red ones simply makes the model more complex. Green transactions are functions executed by the IS 

to deliver a particular value to users. In most cases, those functions merely manipulate or display already stored 

information in response to user needs. 

Transaction patterns were used only as a reference when developing the IS. This is because many acts are 

performed implicitly by direct interaction between people in the enterprise; therefore, there is no need to explicitly 

store information about these interactions in the IS. In addition, transaction patterns do not consider collaborations 

between people; for example, some transactions may be initiated or executed collectively by many users, but that 

is not specified in the transaction patterns. 

Finally, self-initiating transactions should be avoided when developing an IS. Transactions are clearer when there 

are always two actor roles—one responsible for initiating a transaction and a different one responsible for 

executing the transaction—even though both roles are sometimes filled by one actor. The reason for this is to 

emphasize that, for each transaction, even those initiated only periodically, someone must be responsible for 

accepting or rejecting the product of that transaction. Another point we want to make is that the product of a 

transaction in the FM should not be attributed a time-related object but rather to the real object that includes it. For 

example, T6 salary payment is a transaction initiated by the employee and executed by the salary payer. The 

product of that transaction is “The salary of Employee for Period has been paid.” Therefore, the product of this 

transaction belongs to the salary object, not the period object. The period object will be only an attribute of the 

salary entity in the ERD. If we instead consider that the product is “the salary for Period has been paid,” it is 

misleading; salary is not a product that belongs to the Period object. 

Even this research uses a new modeling methodology (DEMO) in modeling the enterprise, yet, in 

implementation, it uses case diagram, activity diagram, and entity relationship diagram. The later diagrams are 

well used in software development. Therefore, even the companies who already have their system models can 

benefit from this methodology. They can benefit from DEMO to check the correctness, consistency, and the 

comprehensiveness of the current models. This research can contribute to the companies running other models 

by using our approach, and then compare the resulted use cases and entrees to find out the possible missing use 
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cases in the current implementation. In addition, the same time, it is possible to find any misalignments in the 

coordination’s acts in the current implementation. 

VI. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this research we proposed a framework for developing ISs based on DEMO models. The framework 

derives IS artifacts from the DEMO model. This process is followed by a workflow that provides guidelines on 

how to implement the framework. The framework emphasizes analyzing the business transactions in the 

enterprise to derive the functional requirements of the planned IS. Moreover, the framework provides guidelines 

for deriving the entity relationship diagram from the Fact Model in DEMO. The framework was validated by a 

real world case study. The results show that DEMO models can play an important role in analyzing and specifying 

requirements and in designing information systems. 

As for future work, there is a need to analyze the derivation of use case diagrams, activity diagrams, and 

ERDs to make the transformation more straightforward. Finally, developing tools to facilitate and automate the 

transformation can help organizations that want to adopt this framework. 
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